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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FEBRUARY 19, 2021 

Cadex Defense Named Affiliate Sponsor for the 2021 Precision Rifle Series Season 

Jackson, TN. – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, 

dedicated to the promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is proud to welcome 

Cadex Defense as an Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series Season. 

“We are proud to have Cadex Defense partner with us for the second year in a row and we look forward to 
supporting Cadex Defense’s overarching commitment to providing precision rifle competitors with exceptional 
capability and performance!” said PRS owner and Director, Shannon Kay.  

Cadex Defense is a prominent leader in the sniper and long-range shooting community, where reliability and 
precision play a crucial role. For more than 15 years, Cadex Defense has provided their customers complete 
service, from design and prototype to full production capability. Cadex Defense offers PRS shooters a wide 
range of products and manufactures everything in house from their fast-cycling CDX-R7 4 lug 50-degree bolt 
throw action, chassis systems, DX2 EVO selectable 2 stage or single stage triggers, bipods, muzzle breaks 
and scope mounts.  The CDX-R7 LCP Series includes features required by the most demanding PRS 
competitive shooters. With its folding stock mechanism its sure to make cleaning and transport a breeze. The 
lightning fast R7 action with its 4 lug 50° bolt throw is a must to save time, which is crucial on the firing line 
for PRS stages. Based on a Rem 700 footprint and combined with a medium contour Bartlein Single Point 
Cut match grade fluted barrel for optimum performance. 

This year Cadex Defense will be an Affiliate PRS sponsor supporting the series as whole in addition to being 
a primary sponsor of the PRS AG Cup Series, home to the nine most elite matches in the country.  Be on the 
lookout for the Cadex team at PRS matches!  You will not meet a more welcoming group of people, so reach 
out and get to know them. 

The PRS also looks forward to working with the Cadex Defense to successfully leverage the partnership to 

directly support membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. The PRS will host 

45 of the most renowned national level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2021 PRS Finale 

taking place November 6-7, hosted at The NRA Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico, where Cadex 

Defense will be sponsoring the event.   

 

For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, please join us at: https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/  
To learn more about Cadex Defense, visit: https://www.cadexdefence.com/ 
 
About Cadex Defense:  
For 15 Years Cadex has offered our customers complete service from design and prototype to a full production 
capability with high quality and service. Our mission is to provide top quality equipment for the military, special forces 
and security fields. From initial concept, through design, to the delivery of the final product, Cadex is the all-in-one 
solution. Don’t hesitate to contact us for further information. 
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